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ABSTRACT
Background and objective Intermountain Healthcare has a long history of using coded terminology and detailed clinical models (DCMs) to govern storage of clinical data to facilitate decision support and semantic interoperability. The latest iteration of DCMs at Intermountain is called the clinical element model (CEM). We describe the lessons learned from our CEM efforts with regard to subjective decisions a modeler frequently needs to make in creating a CEM. We present insights and guidelines, but also describe situations in which use cases conflict with the guidelines. We propose strategies that can help reconcile the conflicts. The hope is that these lessons will be helpful to others who are developing and maintaining DCMs in order to promote sharing and interoperability.

Methods We have used the Clinical Element Modeling Language (CEML) to author approximately 5000 CEMs.

Results Based on our experience, we have formulated guidelines to lead our modelers through the subjective decisions they need to make when authoring models. Reported here are guidelines regarding preconditioning/postcoordination, dividing content between the model and the terminology, modeling logical attributes, and creating iso-semantic models. We place our lessons in context, exploring the potential benefits of an implementation layer, an iso-semantic modeling framework, and ontologic technologies.

Conclusions We assert that detailed clinical models can advance interoperability and sharing, and that our guidelines, an implementation layer, and an iso-semantic framework will support our progress toward that goal.

BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE
Beginning in the 1970s, Intermountain Healthcare’s HELP system stored structured patient data decorated with controlled terminology codes called ‘PTXT’ (Pointer-to-Text) codes. In the 1990s, building on their PTXT experience, Intermountain began developing ASN.1-based clinical event models to represent the various data elements that would be stored in their clinical data repository.1-4 These models would prove to be an early example of what is today known as detailed clinical models (DCMs).3-5 We at Intermountain now have hundreds of millions of data instances stored against these structures.

A DCM provides a specification—at a very granular level—of ‘valid data’ for a particular clinical concept (eg, a valid instance of a pneumonia finding or a valid instance of a heart rate measurement). An example of a DCM is shown in figure 1. Intermountain’s latest rendition of DCMs (succeeding the ASN.1 clinical events) are called clinical element models (CEMs).6-7 The CEM strategy defines generic structures which are used for all models. The structures specify the data type of an element, its permissible values or range, whether the element is single valued or composed of multiple values, permissible qualifying information, etc. Typically in systems, if this information is maintained at all, it is distributed across master files, database schema definitions, programming logic, and documentation and is often inconsistent, across applications and subsystems.

We use these structures to model every element we seek to store in our electronic health record (EHR)—orders, observations, procedures, patients, encounters, referrals, etc. We expect CEMs to govern storage of all these elements, enhancing interoperability between applications and most notably, facilitating decision support. The ultimate objective, though, is that DCMs be shareable across platforms and institutions, promoting interoperability on a larger scale. The Clinical Information Modeling Initiative (CIMI)8 seeks to gain consensus across the modeling community on common formats and models.

OBJECTIVE
Ensuring that all modelers (within an institution or across institutions) model consistently would reap dividends in accumulating a common set of shareable models. We at Intermountain have found, though, that agreeing on a syntax and fundamental modeling ‘building blocks’ (ie, our generic CEM structures) is insufficient to result in consistent models. Even given a single syntax and set of structures, multiple options sometimes exist for modeling a clinical element, none of which are ‘bad’ or ‘incorrect’. We strive to develop modeling ‘guidelines’ to foster consistency between models and to facilitate implementation of the models in a system. In this discussion, we attempt to explicate the lessons we have learned in the process, with the hope that they can be applied by others who are creating and implementing DCMs and ultimately facilitate CIMI’s goals.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The language we have used to express CEMs is the Clinical Element Modeling Language (CEML).6-7 We are currently developing a new version of CEML with two expression forms—XML-based and ‘tag-free’. We are also in the process of developing a CEML-specific authoring tool. We have a browser (clinicalelement.com) from which CEMs may be viewed and downloaded. We have a team of 10 modelers, all of whom have clinical backgrounds. We have approximately 5000 CEMs in CEML. What models we create and what we
csm HeartRateMeas
  kind          statement
  key           HeartRate_KEY_CODE
  data          PQ
  qual          MethodDevice
  id            methodDevice
  card          0-1
  qual          BodyLocation
  id            bodyLocation
  card          0-1
  qual          BodyPosition
  id            bodyPosition
  card          0-1
  ...
  mod           Subject
  id            subject
  card          0-1
  att           Observed
  id            observed
  card          0-1
  ...
  constraint    methodDevice.data.cd.valueset
  value         HeartRateMethodDevice_VALUESET_CODE
  constraint    bodyLocation.data.cd.valueset
  value         HeartRateBodyLocation_VALUESET_CODE
  constraint    bodyPosition.data.cd.valueset
  value         BodyPosition_VALUESET_CODE

Figure 1 An example detailed clinical model (for a heart rate measurement).

include in the models are directed by clinicians’ patient care requirements. We are presently in the process of developing a CEM-aware service layer atop our legacy systems.

RESULTS
The discussion that follows presents principles that we have uncovered as we have created our CEMs.

Two major modeling issues
Creating DCMs is an inexact science. A modeler is often confronted with multiple alternative ways to create a model, each with its advantages and disadvantages. We have noticed that most modeling decisions distill down to one or both of two issues: (1) whether to precoordinate or postcoordinate, and (2) whether to put information in the information model or in the terminology model. These two issues will be discussed below.

Precoordination versus postcoordination
A model can represent its topic in either precoordinated or postcoordinated fashion.\(^9\)\(^10\) In precoordination, the meanings of multiple logical concepts are combined (coordinated) into a single attribute/value pair (where the value represents a composition of simpler concepts) before (pre) storage or message transmission. In postcoordination, the meanings of the concepts are kept as multiple separate attribute/value pairs (where each attribute/value represents a simple concept) and are combined (coordinated) as needed (in a query or a display, for instance) after (post) storage or transmission of an instance. We have found no definitive and universally applicable set of rules for determining when to precoordinate and when to postcoordinate. In general, though, postcoordination results in data that are kept as multiple separate attribute/value pairs (where each attribute/value represents a composition of simpler concepts) before (pre) storage or message transmission. In postcoordination, the meanings of the concepts are shown in a single precoordinated code. (It should be noted that robust terminology structure and services could also support such queries. In terminology, the concept ‘acute meningococcal pericarditis’ could have properties or relationships that indicate it is an infection of the ‘cardiovascular’ system and that its infecting organism is ‘Neisseria meningitides.’ Data query services have typically not been integrated with terminology services sufficient to navigate such terminology at runtime, but as such functionality becomes more available it could change the modeling decisions we make.)

Precoordination, on the other hand, may result in data that are more natural in their expression. For example, most clinicians would rather see ‘laparoscopic cholecystectomy’ on a history of procedures than ‘procedure: removal, target site: gall bladder, method: laparoscopy.’ Also, in data entry, it is much easier to select the precoordinated term ‘laparoscopic cholecystectomy’ than to separately select the procedure, target site, and method.

We have found no definitive and universally applicable set of rules for determining when to precoordinate and when to postcoordinate. We have, though, identified several general principles useful in making a determination:

1. A CEM (and, we assert, every DCM) is at its essence a cognitive and universally applicable set of rules for determining when to precoordinate and when to postcoordinate. We have, though, identified several general principles useful in making a determination:

2. Precoordination/postcoordination decisions may pertain to either the name part or the value part.

3. Clinical usefulness should be the primary criterion in making the decision between precoordination and postcoordination.

4. For the key part, the most clinically useful solution seems to most often be postcoordination.

5. For the value part, the most clinically useful solution seems to most often be precoordination.

Two examples may illustrate.

Glucose tolerance lab results
The ‘key’ part of a glucose tolerance lab result model may be precoordinated (ie, individual models named ‘glucose 1 h post 75 g glucose’, ‘glucose 2 h post 100 g glucose’, etc.) or postcoordinated (ie, a single ‘glucose’ model containing attributes for ‘challenge dose’ and ‘time post challenge’). These options are shown in figure 2. The postcoordinated approach appears to be more clinically useful—a patient’s ‘glucose’ is the element most often queried and presented on reports or review screens, rather than a patient’s ‘glucose 1 h post 75 g glucose’, ‘glucose 2 h post 100 g glucose’, etc.

Body location
The ‘value’ part of the ‘heart rate body location’ model (which captures the location on the body at which a heart rate measurement is taken) may be precoordinated (ie, its values drawn from

the value set ‘left wrist’, ‘right wrist’, ‘inside left elbow’, ‘inside right elbow’, etc.) or postcoordinated (ie, its values drawn from the simpler set of values such as ‘wrist’, ‘inside elbow’, etc. and the laterality separately captured in another attribute). These options are shown in figure 3. Reasonable values in this value set will not encompass every location in the body, but just a relatively few locations with laterality (‘left wrist’, ‘right wrist’, ‘inside left elbow’, ‘inside right elbow’, etc.). Rather than separate location and laterality as two different attributes, the guidance would say to simply precoordinate the values.

What to put in the model versus what to put in terminology or some other knowledge representation
A model declares the structure (ie, the valid attributes and data type) and semantics of an element of data that will be stored in an electronic medical record. By including certain attributes, it implies what data will be stored in an instance of the model and, by omitting other attributes, implies what data will not be stored in an instance of the model. In modeling a drug administration, for example, a modeler must decide whether to include an attribute for the classification (‘sedative’, ‘antibiotic’, etc.) of the drug being administered. Including it implies that it is important information to store in an instance of a drug administration. This is option ‘A’ in figure 4. Option ‘B’ in the figure omits the attribute and instead assumes the hierarchy information can be looked up in terminology.

The general rule we follow is:
- Put ‘static knowledge’ in terminology or some other knowledge representation (not CEMs).
- Put ‘instance data’ in the model.

A. (precoordinated approach)
BodyLocation
value (‘left wrist’, ‘right wrist’, ‘inside left elbow’, ‘inside right elbow’, etc.;

B. (postcoordinated approach)
BodyLocation
value (‘wrist’, ‘inside elbow’, etc.)
laterality
value (‘right’, ‘left’)

Figure 3 Meaning in precoordinated values versus meaning in value + attribute. (A) A precoordinated approach in which the value of ‘BodyLocation’ is drawn from a set of precoordinated values. (B) A postcoordinated approach in which the value of ‘BodyLocation’ is captured by the combination of a value and a laterality.

Figure 2 Meaning in precoordinated keys versus meaning in multiple attributes. (A) A precoordinated approach in which multiple separate models, each with a precoordinated ‘key’, are created. (B) A postcoordinated approach in which a single model is created and differences are captured in multiple attributes.

Figure 4 An example of a model versus terminology choice.

‘Static’ knowledge is knowledge that is independent of the patient—that is, will not vary between patients or between instances of patient data. Usually such knowledge is unchanging or slowly changing. It is best maintained centrally in a terminology server or knowledge server where applications that need the information can call a service to look it up. Storing the knowledge in each instance of data is redundant and inefficient.

Examples of static knowledge are:
- IS-A relationships or categorizations, for example, ‘amoxicillin’ is a ‘penicillin’, ‘en-US’ (American English) is a form of ‘en’ (English), etc.
- IS-PART-OF or compositional relationships, for example, ‘aceaminophen 300 mg tablet’ has strength ‘300 mg’.
- Other descriptive relationships, such as:
  - ‘Lovastatin’ has an elimination half life of 1–3 hours
  - ‘diabetes’ has possible symptom of ‘excessive thirst’
  - ‘blood pressure’ is commonly measured using an ‘arterial line’.
- Knowledge that may change frequently, but is static relative to the patient. For example, the drugs in a hospital’s formulary at a given time may change frequently, but are independent of the patient.
- In contrast, ‘instance data’ is data that is dependent on (will vary with) the patient or the patient’s care. This kind of information needs to be captured by model attributes. For example:
  - The device that was used to take this heart rate measurement (various devices could have been used).
  - The actual route of administration of this medication administration (various routes could have been used).
  - The approach site of this procedure (various sites could have been used).

Model only logical attributes
We have recognized the importance of separating the logical models from their implementation and have deliberately omitted some attributes from our CEMs, recognizing them as ‘metadata’ or ‘model of use’ attributes as opposed to logical, ‘model of meaning’ attributes. Our task is to model the elements needed to provide care for a patient—what a clinician needs to record. This is different from both (1) modeling the underlying physiologic structure or process, and (2)
modeling the classes and attributes of an EHR or other system. For instance, in modeling a ‘heart rate measurement’, we are neither modeling (1) the heart or the process of the heart beating nor (2) a software class or storage structure that will be used to transmit or store a heart rate measurement. We attempt to model those attributes that a clinician desires to capture in measuring a heart rate (the number of beats per minute, the patient position, the method or device used, the time of the measurement, etc.) for proper interpretation and hence proper care of the patient. (How to set the ‘boundaries’ of the model is out of scope for this discussion, but a brief discussion of the topic is found in the online supplementary material.) We recognize that implementation of the models in a system or application certainly imposes other requirements on the models. However, since those latter requirements vary significantly depending on the use case addressed by the system (clinical trials vs clinical care, messaging vs EHR, etc.) and on the particular implementation, we seek to isolate the logical clinical requirements from those IT requirements (see Discussion section). We do not include, for example, ‘patient identifier’ and identifiers for the source system of the data. These and other such attributes are certainly necessary for implementing the models in an EHR system. However, they are not attributes we would consider to be logical parts of a ‘heart rate measurement’. Rather than place them in our logical CEMs, we use other means to ‘add in’ such attributes in our software implementation. This separation has the benefit of making the models less subject to implementation and use case differences and hence potentially more shareable.

This same strategy of separation of logical concerns from implementation has been used in other modeling approaches, such as the Care Assessment Scales and other structures developed in the Health Level 7 (HL7) v3 Care Provision Domain.13

Iso-semantic models
Ideally, to best promote interoperability, we would define one and only one model for each clinical element addressed in healthcare. That, however, proves a difficult proposition. There are a number of situations in which arguments can be made to model the same clinical element in a different way. When multiple models store the same information in different ways, they are said to be ‘iso-semantic’. Ideally, the transform between instances of iso-semantic models would be perfectly lossless. One situation in which multiple models are possible involves ‘assertion’ models versus ‘context’ or ‘usage’ models. An ‘assertion’ model is a very fine grained assertion of a condition that exists in the patient, for example, a ‘pneumonia’ assertion model used to assert that the patient has pneumonia. The ‘pneumonia’ model would have qualifiers and qualifier values specific to the disorder. Similarly, we create a ‘nausea’ model, a ‘dyspnea’ model, a ‘myocardial infarction’ model, etc.

The presence of ‘pneumonia’, however, may be noted in numerous contexts. For example:

- as a discharge diagnosis
- as a cause of death
- as a complication of surgery
- as a problem on a problem list.

One approach to capturing ‘pneumonia’ in the context of a discharge diagnosis would be to create an instance of the ‘pneumonia’ assertion model and link it to a patient encounter instance with a ‘semantic link’ of type ‘discharge diagnosis of’. Alternatively, though, we may create a more generic model for ‘discharge diagnosis’, with its value bound to a large value set of conditions (‘pneumonia’, ‘fever’, ‘pancreatitis’, etc.). An instance of ‘pneumonia’ as a discharge diagnosis would be captured as an instance of the discharge diagnosis model with its value set to ‘pneumonia’. The same ‘discharge diagnosis’ model would be used for discharge diagnoses of ‘pneumonia’, ‘fever’, ‘pancreatitis’, etc. We call such a model a ‘context’ or ‘usage’ model. Similarly we could create a ‘cause of death’ context model, a ‘complication of surgery’ context model, and a ‘problem’ context model.

The motivation for creating these context models is common usage. The context models map so easily to common use cases that it is very tempting to create them in addition to the individual assertion models. We say that a specific assertion model for a condition (eg, the ‘pneumonia’ model) is ‘iso-semantic’ with a context model whose value is set to a particular value (eg, the ‘discharge diagnosis’ model with its value set to ‘pneumonia’).

Adding another dimension to the iso-semantic model issue is the variety of ongoing overlapping information modeling efforts. The archetypes of OpenEHR and ISO 13606,14–17 the models of the ISO 13940 Continuity of Care (ComSys) standard,18 the HL7 v3 template efforts,19 and the Dutch Detailed Clinical Models20 are examples. Iso-semantic models may exist within the same modeling approach (eg, two iso-semantic CEMs), but they may also exist across modeling approaches (eg, a CEM that is iso-semantic with an ISO model). For example, what we have called usage/context models have been modeled by the ISO 13940 standard (problem lists, health issues, and health issue threads)19 and the HL7 v3 Care Provision Domain (health concerns).15 These models could be viewed as iso-semantic with the individual CEM assertion models.

DISCUSSION
Through experience, we have developed guidelines that assist modelers in making the decisions they encounter. This fosters consistency and best practices in our modeling efforts. However, there have been cases in which implementation or application concerns caused us to make decisions that ran contrary to our guidelines. For example:

- We added a ‘drug category’ to a drug administration model even though, according to the principles outlined in the ‘What to put in the model versus what to put in terminology or some other knowledge representation’ section, a drug’s category should rightfully be maintained in terminology and not stored in every instance of a model. We added the ‘drug category’ attribute as a performance denormalization for decision support, so the system would not need to look up the drug category with a call to the terminology server.

- Even though our ‘precoordination/postcoordination’ guidelines would have suggested a postcoordinated ‘glucose tolerance test result’ model with attributes for ‘challenge dose’ and ‘time post challenge dose’ (figure 2, option B), we instead constructed precoordinated challenge lab models (eg, a model for ‘glucose 2 h post 100 g glucose load’) because the precoordinated lab models were more compatible with the LOINC terminology (which precoordinates lab test names). (In this use case, to be able to use LOINC, LOINC would need to support postcoordinated code expressions as SNOMED11 22 does. This seemed unlikely—or at least a very long term solution—so we did not approach LOINC. In other situations, if LOINC were simply missing a code that we needed, we would simply request that the LOINC maintainers add the code.)

- In a medication administration model, guidelines would favor a postcoordinated approach, with separate attributes
for the drug, form, and strength. However, an exchange partner needed a precoordinated code and we doubted that the partner could navigate the necessary terminology relationships to get from the model’s multiple attribute values to the needed precoordinated code. Consequently, we included both the precoordinated code and the postcoordinated attributes in the model.

Most if not all such exceptions could be resolved by implementing a more robust ‘implementation layer’ and an ‘iso-semantic model framework’ as described below.

**Implementation layer**

Having an implementation layer essentially means that the logical models are not compiled directly into the artifacts used in an implementing system. Instead, ‘implementation models’ serve as a buffer between the logical models and the system implementation. The implementation models might contain attributes not found in the logical models, constrain logical models, combine/split the logical models into classes more convenient for the system, or add processing instructions.

We have made some forays into creating such a layer. We have built mechanisms to ‘add in’ certain attributes that have deliberately been omitted from the logical models (eg, patient id and sending system id) at the point the models are used in the EHR. Enhancing these mechanisms to be more robust and flexible will permit us to be more faithful to the guidelines.

With regard to the first example of a compromise to our guidelines (the ‘drug category’ example), for instance, we could omit that attribute from the logical model as per guidelines. If the implementing system needs a ‘drug category’ attribute in the model for performance denormalization, it can be added to the implementation model via a compile step. This is depicted in figure 5. Indeed, one of our assumptions stated earlier—that the model implies what is stored in a patient record—need not be strictly true if good logical/implementation separation exists.

The layer must robustly address versioning, allowing the logical model to undergo revisions while preserving the implementation-specific modifications. As we advance our efforts to build a robust implementation layer, we will reduce the number of exceptions we make to our modeling guidelines. This kind of separation has been recognized by other modeling efforts to build a robust implementation layer, we will reduce the number of exceptions we make to our modeling guidelines. Consequently, we included both the precoordinated code and the postcoordinated attributes in the model.

Most if not all such exceptions could be resolved by implementing a more robust ‘implementation layer’ and an ‘iso-semantic model framework’ as described below.

**Implementation layer**

Having an implementation layer essentially means that the logical models are not compiled directly into the artifacts used in an implementing system. Instead, ‘implementation models’ serve as a buffer between the logical models and the system implementation. The implementation models might contain attributes not found in the logical models, constrain logical models, combine/split the logical models into classes more convenient for the system, or add processing instructions.

We have made some forays into creating such a layer. We have built mechanisms to ‘add in’ certain attributes that have deliberately been omitted from the logical models (eg, patient id and sending system id) at the point the models are used in the EHR. Enhancing these mechanisms to be more robust and flexible will permit us to be more faithful to the guidelines.

With regard to the first example of a compromise to our guidelines (the ‘drug category’ example), for instance, we could omit that attribute from the logical model as per guidelines. If the implementing system needs a ‘drug category’ attribute in the model for performance denormalization, it can be added to the implementation model via a compile step. This is depicted in figure 5. Indeed, one of our assumptions stated earlier—that the model implies what is stored in a patient record—need not be strictly true if good logical/implementation separation exists.

The layer must robustly address versioning, allowing the logical model to undergo revisions while preserving the implementation-specific modifications. As we advance our efforts to build a robust implementation layer, we will reduce the number of exceptions we make to our modeling guidelines. This kind of separation has been recognized by other modeling efforts to build a robust implementation layer, we will reduce the number of exceptions we make to our modeling guidelines. Consequently, we included both the precoordinated code and the postcoordinated attributes in the model.

Most if not all such exceptions could be resolved by implementing a more robust ‘implementation layer’ and an ‘iso-semantic model framework’ as described below.

**Iso-semantic model framework**

Rector suggests there be only one way of representing a given item of information or, alternatively, that there be a means of expressing transforms between models. When the former is not possible, an iso-semantic model framework would support the latter. It would allow for multiple models to be constructed for the same clinical element, as different use cases (eg, the needs of interfaces or user-facing applications) demand. When multiple models are called for, the goal should still be to designate just one of them as the ‘storage’ model (or the ‘exchange’ model if the use case is sharing between institutions). We refer to this designated model as a ‘canonical model’. Instances of the other models would be converted to instances of the canonical model before storage.

This strategy has significant architectural implications. It assumes mechanisms for:

- marking members of a group of models as being iso-semantic
- marking one of the members of the group as the ‘canonical’ model
- detecting models that are potentially iso-semantic
- expressing the ‘transforms’ from other members of the group to the ‘canonical’ model
- a ‘transform engine’ that is able to read the transforms and transform an instance of one model to the appropriate iso-semantic canonical model.

**Ontologic technologies**

Work on our detailed clinical models essentially began in the 1970s with PTXT structures followed by the ASN.1 clinical event models developed in the 1980s and 1990s. The CEM strategy originated in the early 2000s. Until now, we have refrained from expressing our models and terminology in semantic ontologic technologies (OWL/RDF) because of their
complexity (and the consequent learning curve our clinically-oriented modelers would need to work through), concerns over suitability of ontologies to ‘modeling’ (eg, numeric values, cardinality, etc.), and the lack of good tooling. Adoption of the technologies by standards organizations, better tooling, and in general a ‘mainstreaming’ of the technologies has caused us to reconsider. We have begun to leverage OWL in organizing key terminology referenced by our models and colleagues have done considerable work attempting to represent CEMs in OWL. \( \text{23-25} \) We recognize that expression of the model and terminology together, in an ontology, could provide benefit in the following areas mentioned in this text:

- Decision of what to put in the model versus what to put in the terminology. Expressing both in an ontology avoids the classic information model/terminology model schism.
- Detection of models that may be iso-semantic.
- Mapping of iso-semantic models in an iso-semantic model framework.

CONCLUSION

We have described some of the guidelines we have gleaned for creating models consistently, described some of the challenges to using those guidelines, and proposed solutions for addressing exceptions, with the hope that our lessons learned will advance the DCM effort. Some argue that DCMs cannot possibly solve the problem of modeling all of biomedicine, with its diversity and complexity. The emerging field of genomics poses a particularly daunting challenge and it appears impossible to produce an exhaustive set of detailed clinical models to represent all data that healthcare will need. However, that need not preclude us from generating a set of models for commonly used elements that clinicians presently need to describe and document. We acknowledge that even within this set, different use case and implementation requirements will require variations in the models, but focus on robust implementation layering and iso-semantic frameworks can facilitate model sharing and thus promote the interoperability that we all seek.
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